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At last, the news we have been waiting for … 
Assuming that there is no sudden reversal of the improving 
virus-situation, Scouting will break free from lockdown and 
resume face-to-face sessions, both indoors and outdoors, 
from 19 April.  As you’d expect appropriate restrictions and 
precautions will be in place to ensure, as far as possible, 
that everyone is kept safe. 
 
 

 
Meanwhile virtual Scouting has continued: 

• A previous Scout and leader in our Group now looks 
after the rescued big cats in the Isle of Wight zoo.  
She was able to give one Cub Pack some 
fascinating insights into her job.  This included how 
she has to use one hand to apply antiseptic honey 
to the paw of a tiger, whilst giving it food to eat with 
her other hand!  

• A presentation given to Cubs about forensic science 
explored the importance of finger-prints and DNA in 
helping to solve crimes. 

• Beavers have continued with sessions on first-aid 
and fire, with accompanying crafts and songs. 

• Scouts have made very effective water-filters, 
turning muddy water into some suitable for drinking 
(after first boiling and cooling it). 

• I can’t let a report go by without mentioning food … 
curries, “arm-pit fudge” and home-made ice cream 
have featured in the programmes. 

 
I’m also pleased to say that, by using on-line conferencing and social media, we have been able 
to maintain links with Cubs and Scouts from outside the local area.  Some Scouts attended the 
virtual District Winter Camp, Cubs a virtual County Camp and Beavers a virtual District party, 
celebrating 35 years of existence of the Beaver section. 
 
As always, behind the scenes adult members of the Group have kept the HQ in good order and 
ensured that the leaders have the resources they need.  If you would be interested in joining our 
merry band please contact me.  In particular we are looking for assistant quartermasters (or 
quartermistresses??!).  The main tasks of this role are to help keep the camp and equipment 
stores tidy, to arrange repair of items and to source new equipment at the request of the 
Executive Committee. 
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